KOTA KINABALU: Malaysia Cocoa Department (MCD) rowers made a clean sweep at the University Malaysia Sabah (UMS) Dragon Boat Race 2014 that was held at its Outdoor Development Centre (ODEC) here on Sunday.

They clinched both the titles at stake in the one-day race organised by ODEC.

In the men’s open category, MCD clocked a time of 52 seconds to finish ahead of the rest to eventually pocket the top prize money of RM300 plus a hamper and certificate.

D’Force Team in second with a time of 56 seconds were rewarded with RM200 plus a hamper and certificate while Persatuan Belia Wawasan Kg Darau claimed the third spot with a time of 57 seconds and win themselves RM150 plus a hamper and certificate.

In the mixed category, MCD also shined as they clocked the fastest time of three minutes and six seconds.

N’Force DBKK finished in second with a time of three minutes and 21 seconds followed by HA19 Consulenza in third. They clocked a time of four minutes and five seconds.

The prizes are the same with the open category.